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Checking Your Ability to Recover Using
RMAN Backups: Part 2

Last time we introduced the theory behind RMAN backup validation
and introduced a number of views that would help us. This time we are

going to show how to use these views by means of analysing working code
examples. Much of the conceptual material provided is applicable to Oracle
8i databases but the use of factored subqueries means that the script 
examples will not run unaltered on versions of Oracle prior to 9i. However,
there is a rather crude workaround presented at the end of this article.

By Tony Hasler, Anvil Computer Services Ltd

The example requirements

We will begin by assuming that if you use
incremental backups you use only cumula-
tive level 1 backups. In other words, each
time you take an incremental backup you
backup all the changes made since the last
full backup, including data backed up by
any previous incremental.
We can now define a few rather simplistic
requirements:
1. You must have a full backup of every file

that was taken less than 15 days ago.
This is roughly the same as saying that
you need backups of the datafiles of
your read-only tablespaces that are at
most fifteen days old.

2. You must be able to perform Block
Media Recovery using redo logs that
are at most 5 days old. This is roughly
the same as saying that you need full
backups of your read-write datafiles that
are at most five days old because BMR
cannot use incremental backups, as will
be explained later. 

3. You must be able to perform Datafile
Media Recovery using redo logs that
are most two days old. As will be
explained later, this is roughly the same
as saying that the latest full or incremen-
tal backup of a read-write datafile must
be at most two days old. See note above.

4. The controlfile and the spfile have been
backed up within the last two days. 

5. There have been no unrecoverable
changes to any datafile since it was last
backed up. 

The redo logs used for media recovery
could be a combination of archived redo
logs that have been backed up by RMAN,
archived redo logs that have not yet been
backed up, and of course the current
online redo logs.
Although most people will have these
requirements, or something very similar, it
represents only a small fraction of your
likely backup and recovery requirements.

For example, you are likely to want to
ensure that in the event that all your disk
data is lost you can recover your database
to some historically consistent state, even
though the data that has not yet been
backed up has been lost. The stated exam-
ple requirements are provided to allow me
to demonstrate the use of the control file
views by a reasonably realistic example.

Checking recoverability at 10 feet

The gotchas
Now that we know the algorithm we want
to use and we know what views we need
to query it would seem that we are ready
to start writing our query. But there are a
couple of further points that we need to
consider first.
You may have noticed that last time I only
mentioned views based on the controlfile.
This would suggest that we could check
the availability of our backups even when
the database is in a mounted state and not
fully open; a nice feature if you want to
perform the recoverability check after a
failure has occurred and before you begin
to restore files! This would not be possible
if we had relied on views like
DBA_DATA_FILES for example.
However, the queries that I am about to
introduce use factored subqueries, which are
unavailable when the database is in a
mounted state. Writing the queries with-
out factored subqueries is, however, some-
what impractical. There are a couple of
solutions to this problem. The first is, of
course, to use a recovery catalogue. 

The second is to use a script to convert the
factored subquery into one that isn’t. 
This is also a way to get the scripts to run
on Oracle 8i databases. I provide an awk
script at the end of this article that does
this but it results in mighty inefficient
code. Nevertheless, running a query that
takes 10 minutes may be acceptable when
you are in the soup! Just do not perform
the conversion when your database 
is open.
It is possible to use backups taken from a
physical standby database and use them to
recover your primary database. However,
in this case you do need to use a recovery
catalogue because the standby database
controlfile cannot be written to. This is
another drawback to writing queries
directly against the controlfile.
Despite these two problems it is still my
opinion that the majority of DBAs will
continue to want to keep things simple
and avoid the complexity of a catalogue.
Therefore I will continue to refer to the
V$ views in the rest of this article. The
RC_ views in the catalogue should work
equally well.
If you use RAC then you need to ensure
that the online redo logs and the archived
redo logs for all instances are visible to the
machine that performs the checks. This is
good practice anyway as recovery itself is
much more complicated otherwise.

Phase 1: Checking the datafile backups
We will construct our main query in
stages. Let’s get started.

“...running a query that takes 10 minutes
may be acceptable when you are in 
the soup!”

 



with datafile_view as (
--
--      Precheck: datafile_view
--
--      In order to pick up the completion time have to join v$backup_datafile_details
--      with backup type specific views.
--

select b.*,completion_time from v$backup_datafile_details b join v$backup_set s
on (b.id1 = s.set_stamp and b.id2 = s.set_count)
where b.btype = 'BACKUPSET'
union all
select b.*,completion_time from v$backup_datafile_details b join v$datafile_copy c
on (b.id1 = c.recid and b.id2 = c.stamp)
where b.btype = 'IMAGECOPY'
union all
select b.*,completion_time from v$backup_datafile_details b join v$proxy_datafile c
on (b.id1 = c.recid and b.id2 = c.stamp)
where b.btype = 'PROXYCOPY'

),
join_view as (
-- 
--      Precheck: join_view
--
--      This view joins the information about the current datafile with that from its backups.
--      Note that we have to join the datafile_view on both file# and creation_change# as file numbers
--      are reused and the backup may otherwise be for a different file altogether.
--
--      Note that the checkpoint_change# and checkpoint_time in the view come from the backup not the datafile.
--

select file#,name,nvl(incremental_level,0) incremental_level,b.checkpoint_change#,b.checkpoint_time,
offline_change#,online_change#,online_time,completion_time,last_change#,
unrecoverable_time,unrecoverable_change#,
max(completion_time) over (partition by file#) max_completion_time,
max(completion_time) over (partition by file#,nvl(incremental_level,0)) max_level_completion_time

from
v$datafile
join datafile_view b using (file#,creation_change#)

),
base_info as (
--
--      Precheck: base_info
--
-- This view collects the most recent valid backup of each each datafile.
--

select * from join_view where max_completion_time = completion_time
),
full_base_info as (
--
--      Precheck: full_base_info
--
--      This view contains information from the most recent full backup of each datafile necessary
-- for determining the roll-forward point for block media recovery
--

select * from join_view where incremental_level = 0
and max_level_completion_time = completion_time

),

The first query uses the 10gr2 views joined
with the 9i ones to get the completion
time for the backup of that file. The next
three subqueries put together information
about the most recent valid backup of each
datafile. Note that since we only cross-
checked the last fifteen days of backups if
we do find a backup older than this then it

will not have been crosschecked. It is not
vitally important since we are raising an
alarm anyway, but we need to make it clear
in the message we produce.
The following subqueries contain 
comments to explain their purpose.
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roll_forward_files as (
--
--      Precheck: roll_forward_start_files
--
--      Determine the point from which we need to start media
-- recovery for each file.
--

select b.file#,name,
decode(checkpoint_change#,
o.offline_change#,o.online_change#, -- offline/ro at backup and then brought online/rw
b.offline_change#,b.online_change#, -- ditto
last_change#,NULL, -- offline/ro at backup and still that way
checkpoint_change#) -- read-write and online at last backup
roll_scn,
decode(checkpoint_change#,
o.offline_change#,o.online_time, -- offline/ro at backup and then brought online/rw
b.offline_change#,b.online_time, -- ditto
last_change#,NULL, -- offline/ro at backup and still that way
checkpoint_time) -- read-write and online at last backup
roll_time

from full_base_info b left outer join
v$offline_range o on (o.file# = b.file# and o.offline_change# = b.checkpoint_change#)                   

),
roll_forward_start as (
--
--      precheck: roll_forward_start
--
--      This view contains a single row that identifies the SCN and time from which we need to roll
--      forward the database.  It is needed by the backup checks and is needed by the archivelog
--      checks that follow.
--

select nvl(min(roll_scn),0) roll_scn,nvl(to_char(min(roll_time)),'NEVER') roll_time
from roll_forward_files

),
missing_backups as (
--
--      Check 1: missing_backups
--
--      This view contains a row for each datafile that has no full backup at all
--      and which was not recently created
--

select file#,d.name
from v$datafile d join v$tablespace using (ts#)
cross join roll_forward_start
where file# not in (select file# from full_base_info)
and creation_time < sysdate-2

),
full_backups_too_old as
(
--
--      Check 2: full_backups_too_old           
--
--      full_backups_too_old contains a row for each datafile that has a full (level 0) backup that
--      is too old.
--

select file#,name,completion_time from full_base_info where completion_time < sysdate-15
),
roll_check as (
--
--      Check 3: roll_check
--
--      Check that we do not have to roll-forward too many days worth of logs
--      The check only makes sense when there is at least one datafile to roll forward.
--      To avoid duplicate messages we do not include datafiles reported in check2.
--

select file#,name,roll_time from roll_forward_files
where roll_time < sysdate-5
and file# not in (select file# from full_backups_too_old)

),



backups_too_old as (
--
--      Check 4: backups_too_old (incremental or otherwise)
--
--      This view contains a row for each datafile that has a most recent backup that is too old.
--      To avoid duplicate messages we do not include datafiles reported in check2.
--

select file#,name,completion_time,incremental_level
from base_info
where completion_time < sysdate-2
and file# not in (select file# from full_backups_too_old union all select file# from roll_check)

),
controlfile_too_old as (
--
--      Check 5: controlfile_too_old.  We use the checkpoint_time as the completion time for simplicity.
--

select nvl(to_char(max(checkpoint_time)),'NEVER') checkpoint_time from v$backup_controlfile_details
having max(checkpoint_time) is null or sysdate-max(checkpoint_time) > 2

),
spfile_too_old as (
--
--      Check 6: spfile_too_old.  Spfile backups only appear in backup sets
--

select nvl(to_char(max(completion_time)),'NEVER') completion_time from v$backup_spfile_details
join v$backup_set using (set_stamp,set_count)
having max(completion_time) is null or sysdate-max(completion_time) > 2

),
unrecoverable_files_check as (
--
--      Check 7: unrecoverable_files_check
--
--      Check for any files not backed up since the last non-recoverable action
--

select file#, name, unrecoverable_time
from base_info
where unrecoverable_change# > checkpoint_change#

),

That’s about it. You now have a collection
of subqueries that you can use to extract
exception information from. The following
subqueries and the main query generate a
bunch of error messages (tagged with the
word “print”), the number of exceptions
(tagged with the word TAG1) the starting

SCN number for roll-forward recovery
(tagged with the word TAG2) and the
associated time (tagged with the word
TAG3). The idea is that the calling script
would then parse the output of the select
statement, print the messages to its log file,
raise an alarm if necessary, and define the

&START_SCN variable for the next part
of the checks. Of course, if you really don’t
care about running in the mounted state
then you could replace the shell script with
a PL/SQL procedure and avoid all this
hackery altogether.

messages as (
--
--      postcheck: messages
--
--      This view contains the messages to be printed for each problem.
--
--      The first three columns are used to order the output with the
--      first column conventionally representing the check.
--

select  1 check#, file# order2, 0 order3,
'No backup found for datafile# '||file#||' ('''||name||''')' text from missing_backups

union all

select 2,file#,0,
'Last UNVERIFIED full backup of datafile# '||file#||' ('''||name||''')'
from full_backups_too_old

union all
select 2,file#,1,

'was taken '||completion_time||' and is older than 15 days'
from full_backups_too_old
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union all

select 3,file#,0,
'Roll-forward recovery required for datafile# ' || file# ||' ('''||name||''')'
from roll_check

union all
select 3,file#,1,

'from '|| roll_time || ' which is earlier than 5 days ago'
from roll_check

union all

select 4,file#,0,
'Last backup of datafile# '||file#||' ('''||name||''')' ||
decode(incremental_level,0,' (non-incremental',' level '||incremental_level)||')'
from backups_too_old

union all
select 4,file#,1,

'was taken '||completion_time||' and is older than 2 days'
from backups_too_old

union all

select 5,0,0,
'The last control file backup was taken '||checkpoint_time||' and is older than 2 days'
from controlfile_too_old

union all

select 6,0,0,
'The last spfile backup was taken '||completion_time||' and is older than 2 days'
from spfile_too_old

union all

select 7,file#,0,
'Unrecoverable actions on file# '||file#||' ('''||name||''')'
from unrecoverable_files_check

union all
select 7,file#,1,

' up to '||unrecoverable_time||' not yet backed up'
from unrecoverable_files_check  

)
--
--
--      The main query.
--

--      We print a line for each message and we set tags as follows:
--
--      TAG1: The number of messages printed
--      TAG2: The value of the SCN needed for roll-forward
--      TAG3: The value of the time from which we need to roll-forward
--

select text1,text2 from
(
select check#,order2,order3,'print' text1,text text2 from messages
union all
select 0,0,0,'TAG1:',to_char(count(*)) from messages
union all
select 0,0,0,'TAG2:',to_char(roll_scn) from roll_forward_start
union all
select 0,0,0,'TAG3:',roll_time from roll_forward_start
)
order by check#,order2,order3;



Phase 2: Checking redo logs
It is all very well knowing that you have
valid backups from which to roll-forward
but have you got all the archivelogs you
need? The preceding query gives us the
SCN that we need to roll-forward from. 

Assuming that the previous checks yielded a
roll-forward point in the reasonably recent
past, we can perform the crosschecks on the
archivelogs as described last time and start
to work on querying the controlfile. The 

same approach of building up the picture
using factored subqueries is used and once
again we pass the information back to our
supposed calling shell script using tagged
rows in our final main query.

with active_threads as (
--
--    precheck: active_threads
--
--    Obtain the start and end scns for each active thread.
--
--    The start scn is the same for each thread and is obtained from
--    the last backup information. It is passed in as a DEFINEd variable.
--
--    The end scn is specific to each thread and is obtained from the redo
--    logs. Note that if an instance has not been started since the last
--    backup (or the backup is very recent) then there will not be any archived
--    logs for that thread. So make sure we leave them out.
--

select thread#,&START_SCN start_scn,min(first_change#) end_scn from v$log
group by thread#
having &START_SCN < min(first_change#)

),
all_logs as (
--
--    precheck: combine the online and archived logs into one view
--

select thread#,first_change#,next_change#,sequence#,resetlogs_change# from v$archived_log where status='A'
union all
select thread#,first_change#,next_change#,sequence#,resetlogs_change# from v$backup_archivelog_details

),
active_logs as (
--
--    precheck: active_logs
--
--    Obtain all the valid archived logs available for use.
--    Omit orphan archived logs after incomplete recovery.
--

select * from all_logs outerq natural join active_threads
where next_change# > start_scn and first_change# < end_scn
and not exists

(select NULL from all_logs innerq
where innerq.resetlogs_change# > outerq.resetlogs_change#
and innerq.first_change# < outerq.next_change#)

),
missing_all as (
--
--    Check 1: See if there are any active threads where all
--    the archived logs needed for recovery are missing.
--

select * from active_threads where thread# not in (select thread# from active_logs)
),
missing_start as (
--
--    Check 2: See if there are any threads missing the first archived log
--    needed for recovery.
--

select thread#,min(first_change#) first_change#,start_scn,min(sequence#) first_log
from active_logs
group by thread#,start_scn
having min(first_change#) > start_scn

),
missing_end as (
--
--    Check 3: See if there any threads missing the last archived log
--    needed for recovery.
--
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select thread#,max(next_change#) next_change#,end_scn,max(sequence#) last_log
from active_logs
group by thread#,end_scn
having max(next_change#) < end_scn

),
missing_in_between as (
--
-- Check 4: See if there are any threads missing logs in the
--    middle of the sequence. Note that resetlogs restarts sequences but not SCNs.
--    So do the checks based on SCNs but report using the sequence numbers
--    that DBAs are more likely to understand :-)
--

select thread#,previous_log,current_log
from
(
select thread#,first_change# current_first_change,sequence# current_log,
lag(sequence#) over (partition by thread# order by resetlogs_change#,sequence#) previous_log,
lag(next_change#) over (partition by thread# order by resetlogs_change#,sequence#) previous_next_change
from active_logs
)
where previous_next_change < current_first_change

),

This last subquery may be worthy of a bit
of analysis. First of all we have to treat
every thread (instance) separately as each
thread has its own set of archived logs. 
If you are not in a RAC cluster then there
will be only one thread but the general ver-
sion of the code presented here will work
in the simple case as well.

We then order the logs for each thread by
the RESETLOGS_CHANGE# column
and the SEQUENCE# column. If there
has not been an incomplete recovery since
the last backup the
RESETLOGS_CHANGE# will be the
same for all the rows so let us assume that
for now. If there is a single unbroken
sequence of archived logs then the
NEXT_CHANGE# from one row will
exactly match the FIRST_CHANGE#

column from the next row. We can use the
lag function to help us compare columns
from two different rows. If there are multi-
ple copies of an archived log (for example
it has been backed up to tape but not yet
deleted from disk) then there will be cases
where NEXT_CHANGE# from one row
is greater than the FIRST_CHANGE#
of the next row. This is OK. But if there
are no copies of an archived log in the mid-
dle of a sequence then the
NEXT_CHANGE# from one row will
be less than the FIRST_CHANGE# of
the next row and that is the condition we
catch. Note that the lag function provides
the desired semantics for the first archived
log: the value of the
PREVIOUS_NEXT_CHANGE column
will be set to NULL, so the predicate will
never be satisfied for the first row.

If incomplete recoveries are performed
then the sequence numbers are reset.
However, since we order by the combina-
tion of the RESETLOGS_CHANGE#
and the SEQUENCE# columns the 
correct order is maintained. Since the 
messages we generate are based on
sequence numbers these messages may be
confusing in these cases. But in 99.9% of
cases DBAs will be happier to deal with
sequence numbers rather than SCNs when
hunting around for lost backups since the
former usually appear in the filenames of
the logs concerned.

Remember that orphaned logs have
already been removed by the definition of
the ACTIVE_LOGS subquery 

messages as (
--
--    Postcheck:  Messages
--
--    Generate the text messages associated with each of the checks
--
--    The first three columns are used to order the output, with the
--    first column used conventionally to represent the check.
--
--

select 1 check#,0 order2, 0 order3,
'No archived logs available for recovery of SCNs '|| start_scn ||' to '|| end_scn || 
' for thread# '||thread# text

from missing_all
union all
select 2,0,0,

'Missing archived logs prior to log '||first_log||' from SCN '|| start_scn ||' to '|| first_change#
||' for thread# '||thread#

from missing_start
union all
select 3,0,0,

'Missing archived logs after log '||last_log||' from SCN '||next_change#||' to '||end_scn
||' for thread# '||thread#



from missing_end
union all
select 4,0,0,

'Missing archived log sequence numbers '||(previous_log+1)||' to '||(current_log-1)
||' for thread# '||thread#

from missing_in_between
)
--
--
--    The main query.
--
--    We print a line for each message and we set TAG1 as follows:
--
--    TAG1: The number of error messages printed
--

select text1,text2 from
(select check#, order2, order3, 'print URGENT =====' text1,text text2

from messages
union all
select 0,0,0,'TAG1:',to_char(count(*)) from messages)
order by check#,order2,order3;
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Summary

I have presented two SQL select state-
ments that can be used in conjunction with
RMAN crosscheck commands to validate
that a set of backups meets certain recover-
ability requirements. One thing that 
I haven’t discussed here is how to calculate
the amount of time you would need for
recovery – arguably a more fundamental
issue than how old your backup is.

It is important to realise that to do a proper
job of validating that your backups current-
ly meet your recoverability requirements

will take a lot more than performing a
“copy and paste” of the select statements
provided. However, I hope that by studying
them you have been able to work out how
to build your own “health check” routines.

The examples in this article have focused
on the V$ views based on the controlfile.
However, you should be able to perform
similar checks using the corresponding
RC_ views in your recovery catalogue
should you need to do so.

To download the code/appendix for this
article go to www.ukoug.org/library.
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